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Social Media and Museum project

Three workshops

1. Social Media Essentials –

20th September

2. Social Media Strategy –

22nd November

3. Community Building and 

Fundraising through Social 

Media – 17th January 2014

Between the workshops

• Social media challenge

• One-to-one support 

• Peer support (if there is 

appetite for it) 



Today session

• 10:00-10:10 Welcome

• 10:10-11:10 Social Media Essentials– Kal Sajad

• 11:10-12:00 Practical social media 1

• 12:00-12:30 Break

• 12:30-13:45 Practical social media 2

• 13:45-14:00 Closing/Social media challenge



Why should Museums engage with 

social media?

Why should Museums engage with 

social media?

• Today museums report up to 10 times the number of 
visitors to their websites that they get to their 
buildings (Proctor, 2011)

• Online interactions with the museum include social 
media content that is not authored or even 
sanctioned by the museum (A survey by Tate showed that 
26 percent of visitors had shared their own content (blog posts, 
tweets, personal thoughts, photos, etc.) during or after their 

visit.)

• Digital Age raises fundamental questions for 
museums: How does the museum engage with its 
audience online and those who may never be able to 
visit the physical museum in person? 



museum model?

A new interpretation of the traditional 

museum model?
The museum today “exists outside real space and is in front of audiences in a variety of 
forms. The rapid rise of digital allows it to invest into new territories, to be present at 
school, at home, in hospital or in prison. With virtual tours, games, mobile devices and 
apps the museum is accessible to everyone, everywhere and at any time.

The augmented museum has more friends. It does not only address physical visitors 
but a wider online community in search of a different experience and who may never 
pass its doors. Its missions are therefore not only related to the physical building - the 
relationship with the audience goes beyond simply a day at the museum.

The augmented museum is permeable. It is not the sole holder of knowledge. It not 
only aims to share its resources with the greatest number, but it must also be enriched 
by the contributions of all.

The augmented museum agrees to be transformable. The augmented museum is 
connected. It is not a place apart, it does not cut itself off from visitors and their daily 
lives. The augmented museum is curious, humble and bold. It tries, makes mistakes, 
dares to do new things and takes risks without yet having all the answers.

Ubiquitous, polymorphic, popular, permeable, malleable, iterative, brave; the new 
museum is indeed the “augmented” museum.”

Agnes Alfandari, Director of Cultural Production and Digital Development, Musée du 
Louvre



social media?

Why should Museums engage with 

social media?
“Exhibitions are one of the primary ways that museums publish content and 

extraordinary amounts of work go into creating even the smallest amounts of work. 

However, exhibitions are time limited happenings and if you happen to miss them or 

are unavailable to get to them you miss out completely. Traditionally, unless there was 

a comprehensive catalogue, then all the work that went into creating that happening 

lives and dies between the opening and closing date. Social media can augment 

exhibitions, beyond widening the net with one way promotion and marketing. A blog 

article or two can give an exhibition a legacy so, to varying degrees, it continues to 

exist and be accessible long after the physical space has been uninstalled. All the 

research and content that didn’t make the final cut can easily be repurposed into 

content supporting an exhibition and generating content exploring the process 

of putting together an exhibition itself works to promote the exhibition, act as a 

historical record of the event, shows the juicy behind the scenes content that museum 

fans are keen to digest and can be a useful reference for teaching and sharing 

knowledge, tips and tricks. Thinking about what’s interesting to other people about 

your work and getting into the practice of tweeting thoughts, images or short videos 

about installing an exhibition (be it moving a walrus, unveiling an object for the first 

time, or an unfortunate but comical mistake) helps to generate a buzz around an 

exhibition” (Grant Museum of Zoology and Comparative Anatomy)



Why should Museums use social 

media?

Why should Museums use social 

media?

Ofcom, 2012



Practice sessions

• Task 1: What is out there already about you?

• Task 2: What works well on Facebook?

• Task 3: What works well on Twitter?

• Task 4: How to use blogs effectively?



How do third sector organisations use 

social media?

How do third sector organisations use 

social media?



Source: About that First Tweet

social media?

How do third sector organisations use 

social media?



• Easier access to your 
audience/community/people 
you want to reach out

• The ability to create your 
message in your tone of voice

• Give power to your supporters 
to spread your message

• Recruit new supporters & 
volunteers

• Engage with real people and 
have real conversations with 
them

• Share your vision locally and 
nationally

• To raise awareness of your 
core issue 

• To encourage donations of 
money or time 

• To improve recognition of your 
organisation and its work 

• To support campaigns 

• To organise events 

• To improve communication 
between members 

Reasons for using social media



Which social media tool?
Facebook Twitter Youtube Pinterest

or Tumblr

LinkedIn Blogs

Type of 
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views



Which social media tool?

“Within the Grant Museum we tend to use Twitter, Facebook and a blog as 
the primary platforms for social media and websites like Youtube and Flickr
as tools for hosting multimedia content which we embed and link to through 
the primary platforms. Twitter is transitory, ... and is appropriate for reacting 
to topical news and discussions within minutes as well as being a direct line to 
the museum. For a museum, we use Facebook as another way to link to blog 
content but also treat each post as a kind of virtual badge or a postcard that 
our ‘visitors’ will share with their contacts. Blogs are ever increasingly being 
treated as a form of publication and are good for giving activities, events, 
debates and discussions a concrete presence for linking to in the future for 
content that may be too complex for a tweet but not quite the kind of 
content appropriate for a journal article or book. The important social aspect 
to social media also allows for direct feedback, critique discussion and sharing 
which can augment the kinds of outputs that typically don’t (i.e. exhibitions 
and events in museums). Thinking about the different strengths of each 
platform beforehand helps to filter what content should go where.” (Grant 
Museum of Zoology and Comparative Anatomy)



Who is your audience?

Followers (i.e. people 

you want to know 

about/be aware of 

your organisation)

Community (i.e. 

people you want to 

get involved in some 

way)

Partnership (i.e. 

people/organisations 

you work with closely 

on some aspects

Awareness 

engagement

Community 

engagement

Direct Engagement



Tips for Facebook



Tips for Facebook

Use a variety of content:

• It can be news about your 
organisation

• Stories

• Topical issues of your area/sector

• Spotlights on events (e.g. 
Exhibition) or individuals (e.g. 
Volunteer of the month)

• Information sharing

• a friendly comment to keep in 
touch with the page users

• photos, videos or links out to 
another website

• post polls you can invite your fans 
to vote in

Use different types of 

interactions with followers:

• Ask a question

• Solicit opinions

• Make a comment to start a 

discussion

• Launch a competition

• Respond to questions and 

comment

• Crowdsource



Tips for Twitter

Target: You can’t get anywhere on Twitter if you don’t have a

target or goal.

Write: It’s time to send your first tweet, whatever it may be.

Then send your second. Stop editing yourself and let it flow.

Engage: Once you send your first tweet, the world won’t come

running. Engage with others to get them to see you, listen to you,

and interact with you.

Explore: Try new things out. Find new people

Track: You won’t know if you’ve met your target unless you’re 

tracking it.
Source: Tweet model from Twitter



Tips for Twitter

• Use #Hashtags –to identify your 

content as relevant to a certain field or 

group of people 

• Add your thoughts to retweets - A 

common practice is to use characters 

that resemble arrows (e.g. <-- comment 

or comment >>) to show where your 

comment starts or ends

• Credit the source

• Identify your audience

‘See our website for free downloadable 

resources on our charity issue’ vs

‘Secondary School #Teachers -

download free lesson packs in our 

resource centre’

What to avoid: ‘Twitter sins’ 
http://kirstymarrins.wordpr
ess.com/:

• ‘Don’t tweet people/ 
organisation you do not 
know and ask them to 
follow you

• Don’t retweet too much, it 
clogs up people’s timeline

• Don’t do the ‘follow us, we 
follow back’ thing, you 
should be selective in who 
you follow



Tips for blogging

• Useful for – sharing ideas, commenting on others' ideas, 
instant publications, publishing on the fly

• Ideal for – regular publishing of information and ideas

• Should be updated regularly

• Does not need to be lengthy – a paragraph or two is 
enough

• Best if it is written with a distinctive voice that is identified 
with an individual or group of individuals, rather than 
having the corporate tone of more traditional “brochure” 
style websites

• Write like a journalist, with the article top-loaded and the 
extra detail left to flesh out the rest of the piece. The first 
part should answer the important questions about the 
subject: the ‘who’, ‘what’, ‘where’, ‘when’, ‘why’ and ‘how’. 



Content

• Have a content plan

• Conversation is key

• Listen and engage

• Do supplement calendars with breaking news

• Do give your thoughts and ask questions

• Content is anything that tells your 

organisation’s story; 



Show off



1 Cover & profile    2 Milestones     3 Apps    4 Great wall posts    5 Insights

Enhance your 
timeline with 
objects from 
your collection



1 Cover & profile    2 Milestones     3 Apps     4 Great wall posts     5 Insights

Photos! Posts 
with visuals 
get twice as much 
engagement.



Show Personality



1 Cover & profile    2 Milestones     3 Apps     4 Great wall posts     5 Insights

Combine 
visuals with 
“did you 
knows” for fun 
posts people 
will pass along 
to friends



Tips

• Be yourself. Use ‘we’ and ‘I’ instead of the company / 

organisations name

• Be consistent: allow only a small group of people access to your 

social media

• Don’’’’t be silent: Social Media is a two way relationship; make sure 

you reply to questions and topics posted on your Wall or Twitter feed

• Be Realistic & persevere: Building a large network of fans & 

followers takes time and effort, but perseverance does pay off. 

• All roads lead to Rome: Whether you are on Facebook, Twitter, 

Foursquare, YouTube etc you should always make sure that your 

updates appear on all relevant portals and always take the user back 

to a common source, like your website or donations page for 

example.

(Museum Analytics: http://www.museum-analytics.org/)



Challenge – Two tasks

• Collect information about the following:

– Why does your organisation use social media? Or 

why does it not use it?

– What works well? And what does not?

• Plan a five-part blog series and write the first 

blog for it


